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EXTENSION OF AN ELASTIC HALF-SPACE 

WITH A CRACK PERPENDICULAR TO ITS SURFACE* 

B.I. SMETANIN and B.V. SOBOL' 

The problem of elastic equilibrium of a half-space weakened by a plane crack is con- 
sidered. The crack is perpendicular to the surface of the half-space. A nomlal 
load symmetrical with respect to the crack plane is applied to the crack edges. The 
problem is reduced to solving an integral equation of the first kind. For the case 
of an elliptical crack, a solution of this equation is obtained in a simple form 
suitable for practical applications. The problem was solved numerically earlier in 

/1,2/. 

1. Let us denote the region occupied by the crack in the plane y = 0 by 8. The crack 
is opened by the action of the load av= -p(s, z) (y =-&O; Z, zEQ) (the plus and minus signs 
refer to the right and left edge of the crack). The boundary z = 0 of the half-space z> 0 
shall be assumed, for definiteness, stress-free. The stresses and displacements vanish when 
z->co. The ideas expounded in /3/ are used to reduce the problem to an integral in terms 

of the function X(G Z)=VIr=+o- V(u=-o characterizing the opening of the crack edges. Here 
and henceforth u, V and Wdenote the projections of the displacement vector on the s, y and 
Z axis respectively. Applying the Fourier transformation in z and y to the Lame equations, 
we obtain a system of six linear ordinary differential equations which can be written in vec- 
tor form as follows: 

dL/cZz+PL =F(Y) (1.1) 

The components of the vector function L are Fourier transforms in the variables s,y of the 
functions u, V and W, and their first derivatives in z. The elements of the matrix P are 
given by the parameters a and pof the Fourier transformation. The function yhas the form 

Y(a, 2) = 1 ~(r,z)&*dx 
-ca 

The equation (1.1) should be solved with the conditions of the absence of stress at z = 0 
taken into account. 

The method of constructing the solution of (1.1) is given in detail in /3/. Realization 
of this scheme enables us to obtain, after certain manipulations, the followingrepresentation 
for the function $(a, fl, z)(the derivation is bulky and is therefore omitted) 

S(a, B, z) =p 7 y(e, 5) [Kl(a, B, z--5) -t KS (a, B, z,5)14 
0 

S (a, /3, z) = 1 5 uy (.z, y, z) ei(ar+Whxiy 

(1.2) 

where y = I/a’+ Bavk,p are the Lam6 constants and 6(n) is the Dirac delta function. 
Applying to (1.2) the convolution theorem and returning to the original functions, we 
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obtain the following integral equation for the function x: 

where 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

We note that the kernel k, corresponds to the problem of a crack in a space, and the sinqular- 
ity in the kernel kz is removable. If 8 is a strip defined by the conditions 0 < 20 < s < 21% 

1 z I<oo and p is independent of 2, then (1.3) is transformed into the integral equation of 
the corresponding plane problem /4/. 

2. We can use the asymptotic method /5/ to solve equation (1.3). We shall assume for 
definiteness that Q is an ellipse with the axes equal to 2s and 2b. The axis 2b is parallel 
to the planez= Oand lies at the distance h from it. We place the coordinate origin at the 
ellipse center. Without introducing new notation for X and p, we obtain from (1.3) 

(2.1) 

The kernels k, and kt of (2.1) have, as before, the form (1.4). Let us introduce the para- 
meters s z &.(O,<s(l) and write the kernel kt in theformof the following expansion: 

(2.2) 

We shall seek the solution of (2.1) in the form of the following asymptotic series in powers 
of a /!i/: 

(2.3) 

Substituting (2.2) and (2.3) into (2.1) and equating the expressions accompanying like powers 
of a, we arrive at the following infinite system of integral equations: 

A 
f s ‘u(5,5)kl(x--,z--)dR=--~ 
s 

etc. 
Making use of the results obtained by Galin in /6/, we can show that if 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

then the solution of the first 
gion 9: 

equation of (2.4) has the following form for the elliptical re- 
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x0 (I, z) = (1 -P/a2 - xalba)'i~ i i qij& 
ial j=O ( :i;L_zst) (2.6) 

The coefficients Qij can be expressed in terms of pij according to a scheme given for instance 
in /5/. 

Let us consider the case p(z,z)=p =const. Solving the system (2.4) and using the form- 
ulas of the form (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain 

x (A z) = ggj (i-+vaa--2a/by~~ {i+B+[&- =I + O(e’)} 
aD (4 

(2.7) 

A= 
a, a<b 

b, a>b’ 
B= bla, a<b 

i bata’, a > b 

D(k)= i 

(Ica+ l)E(k) +.(ka- l)K(k), a< b 

(2k2- l)E(k) + (k*- l)K(k), a> b 
k = (1 - aaib2)‘:‘*, a < b 7AZ+Slp+5~2 

(I- baia”)Vz, a > b ’ ’ = 4(h+p)Z 

Here K(k), E(k) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind respectively, 
8 = p (1 - v)_’ and v is the Poisson's ratio. From (2.7) we obtain 

,$‘=I+ Bs’, ’ 
8 IJEW - - qy-] + 0 (e6) (2.8) 

where N = K~IKI,, KI is the normal stress intensity coefficient for the case in question, and 
K1, for the case of a crack in a space (8 = 0) /7/. The angle cp is counted from the positive 
direction of the z -axis. 

Table 1 

Calculations show that the formulas (2.7) and (2.8) can be used, with sufficientpractical 
accuracy, for O<e<O.5,a/b > 0.25 and 0 <v < 0.5. The Table 1 gives the values of N calculat- 
ed using (2.8) and obtained in /2/ for e = 0.5,~ =: 0. 
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